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6.3.2. Operate three cloud remote sensing stations. Work Package 2.  

Section 1 summarises the cloud net stations, section 2 lists the instruments operating at the 
various stations and their performance is described in section 3.  An overview of the four 
breakthroughs achieved is in section 4. Section 5 recommends instrument specifications.   

1 CloudNET operations at cloud remote sensing stations.   

To achieve the scientific objectives of 
CloudNET, remotely sensed cloud data has 
been collected quasi-continuously from a 
network of three cloud remote sensing stations 
(CRS-stations) during an extended period in 
which the measurement activities at the three 
sites have been co-ordinated, and data formats 
have been harmonised.  Archived data from 
the same network has also been used to this 
end. Significant and valuable experience 
regarding the operation of the deployed 
instruments has been gained.   The cloud data 
sets collected have been used for the 
development and implementation of cloud 
remote sensing synergy algorithms, and also to 
evaluate the representation of clouds in six 
major european weather forecast models.    

 

CloudNET CRS-stations 
Cabauw (The Netherlands)     51.97N 4.93E 
Chilbolton (United Kingdom) 51.14N 1.44W 
Palaiseau-Paris (France)       48.71N 2.20E  

The CloudNET observations have demonstrated the value of operating CRS-stations as a network.  
One of the challenges facing the project has been the identification of an optimum mix of instruments 
from which to retrieve the desired cloud parameters.  It soon became clear that a colocated vertically 
pointing cloud radar and backscatter lidar were essential for each site.  In addition, it was considered 
desirable, but not essential, to have  multifrequency microwave radiometers and an ability to detect the 
presence of rain.  The CloudNET CRS-stations were established prior to 2001 and have a variety of 
instruments with different specifications.  Additional instruments at each site have been operated 
during the project to calibrate the core instruments, to gain an understanding of the comparative 
operational performance of different implementations of the core instruments, and to assist with 
interpretation of the measurements.    A better understanding of several key operational considerations 
has been achieved; these include (1) the instrument maintenance schedules that are necessary to ensure 
24 hours a day / 7 days a week observations, and (2) the lifetimes to be expected from a number of 

major components including transmitter amplifiers.  We have demonstrated the importance of 
monitoring instrument performance, and the implementation of rigorous data quality assurance 
procedures.  The experience gained has helped to define the optimal combination of instruments 
required for a practical Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) CRS-station.     

Following the recommendations of the GEWEX-CAP (Cloud and Aerosol Profiling Group) meeting in 
September 2004, the CloudNET processing algorithms have been tested on, and applied to, data from 
sites that have similar remote sensing capabilities to the CloudNET CRS-stations.  These are the five 
sites supported by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Atmospheric Radiation Measurement 
(ARM) program, and the Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg.  Those stations are:  

ARM-SGP (Oklahoma)  36.62N 97.5W                                     ARM-NSA (Barrow)  71.32N 156.62W  
ARM-TWP (Manus)  2.006S  147.425E           ARM-TWP (Nauru)  0.521S 166.916E 
ARM-TWP (Darwin) 12.425S 130.891E                        Lindenberg (Germany)  52.21N 14.12E  
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2 Data collected using instrumentation at the cloud remote sensing stations 
Most of the key cloud remote sensing instruments were operated quasi-continuously (24/7) throughout 
the four years of the CloudNET project.  There were inevitably occasions when one or more of the 
instruments was unavailable for a period because of component malfunction or maintenance.  For that 
reason operations are described as quasi-continuous.  The following data sets for the key-instruments 
were collected at CloudNET s three CRS stations:  

2.1 Cabauw         [CESAR] 
35 GHz Doppler radar      August 2001 -  June 2005 
3.3 GHz FM-CW Doppler radar  (TARA )  August 2001 -  September 2005 
905nm lidar ceilometer (CT75K)   August 2001 -   August 2005 
22-channel microwave radiometer (MICCY )  August 2001 -  August 2003 
3-channel microwave radiometer (RESCOM)  December 2004  -  September 2005  

 

Cabauw: View of the cloud sensing instruments from top of the met. tower   

2.2 Chilbolton         [CFARR] 
94 GHz Doppler radar (GALILEO )   August 2001 -  March 2002        

April 2003 -  April 2004 
35 GHz Doppler radar (COPERNICUS)  April 2004 -  September 2005 
905nm lidar ceilometer (CT75K)   September 2001 - September 2005 
3-channel microwave radiometer (CMR)  May 2003 -  September 2005  


